
Tecsew Ltd, based in Gosport, Hampshire, 
manufactures yacht canopies for the marine 
industry. Originally sceptical of MRP after a 
supplier failed to successfully implement a 
system, they were recommended to look at 
123insight by their local Business Link (now 
replaced by Gov.uk). They also reviewed 
other systems but these were quickly 
rejected as costs soon mounted to £50,000 
and beyond. 123insight was implemented at 
the end of 2006, immediately reducing paper 
by 80%, cutting overtime by 90% and virtually 
eradicating stock inaccuracies. 

A case study was written on Tecsew in 
December 2008. There were ripples of the 
impending financial crisis, which Managing 
Director John Bland had already detected at 
the Southampton Boat Show two months 
previous, but at that time no-one 
knew how severe the downturn 
would be; “We were having a 
record year in 2008. The 
downturn started to appear at 
the boat show. We'd seen 
snippets on TV but I don't think 
anyone actually believed it was 
going to come. People were still 
buying boats but just before the 
September boat show there 
were rumours that we were 
go ing  to  have the  wors t 
depression since the 1930s. 
They were using the word 
depression, not recession and if 
you were going to buy a boat 
that put it on stop. New boat 
sales were hit but the second 

hand market was still quite buoyant, which at 
least kept us working. We've always been 
heavily exposed to economic downturns as 

canopies for new boats are 
a big part of our business. 
On some contracts we saw 
canopy volumes go down 
from 12-18 over a six week 
period to just 1.”

The company reviewed all 
of their outgoing expenses, 
f rom s ta f f  t o  w indow 
cleaners and prepared the 
business to weather the 
storm. Said John; “When 
times are good we tend to 
build up overheads that 
aren't necessarily critical. 
W e  w e n t  t h r o u g h 
everything with a f ine 
t o o t h e d  c o m b . 

John Bland
Managing Director

Tecsew�wins�accolades�for�its�manufacturing�
processes,�doubling�turnover�with�less�staff

Key Benefits/Changes:

Ÿ Shop Floor Data Collection 
provides accurate timings 
for pricing

Ÿ Turnover more than 
doubled, with admin staff 
decreased from 3 to 1

Ÿ Tight control on lead times

Ÿ Integrated to Sage via AAI 
and custom credit card 
payments online

Ÿ Winning accolades 
because of manufacturing 
processes

Ÿ Low monthly subscription

In 2006 Tecsew moved away from their collection of Excel spreadsheets and Access databases, 
selecting 123insight over systems costing upwards of £50,000. Since then they’ve endured choppy 
waters, with the marine industry being the first to be hit by the double-dip recession. This ‘10 Years 
On’ case study catches up with the company and details how they not only capitalised on their 
implementation of 123insight but also integrated other systems to improve their products and overall 
customer experience.
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Unfortunately that did mean admin staff as 
well.”

123insight’s flexible monthly subscription 
allowed Tecsew to reduce the number of 
licences in use during the recession and 
increase them again as business picked up.

During this period the company restructured 
their design process, with 3D CAD forming an 
integral part. Staff use 123insight’s unique 
reference numbers to tie everything together, 
giving all users the ability to find any historical 
information in seconds. Documents and 
images can also be associated to items such 
as works orders, ensuring that all relevant 
information is readily available without 
having to print more paperwork. “We 
document everything, so all files and notes 
are referenced with the unique number. Staff 
can easily go and make a product as they are 
referenced by a file number or sales order 
number, so it's easy to make sure that they 
know they are manufacturing the right item. 
Beforehand there were always questions; we 
could have eighteen Mr Smiths on the 
system, or someone that's owned four boats 
over the years, so which boat is it? One 
question leads to another question leads to 
another question. So having these unique job 
numbers is an absolute boon.”

Shop Floor Data Collection was initially rolled 
out across the factory, but after five years 
Tecsew stopped using it. John explained; 

“The SFDC was invaluable as it enabled us to 
price up products correctly. So rather than 
breaking down a product manually into the 
various processes and structures and then 
allocating a time against it we were able to 
compare what we thought a job would take 
versus what it actually took. We used it over a 
five year period but in the end we became 
aware of how long jobs should take, and so 
did staff. It had a purpose but then in the end 
because we knew the staff were performing 
we didn't need it. If a job goes over budget I 
can talk to a machinist about it but I can't go 
back and adjust the price after it's been 
agreed. I need to be pretty confident initially 
that I'm going in with the right pricing, and 
that's what SFDC enabled us to do. We’d 
essentially built up our own time standards for 
all aspects of jobs that we produce.”

The company adopted the Advanced 
Accounts Interface (AAI) to link to their Sage 
50 accounts, which John cites as being useful 
due to the majority of business being one-off 
orders; “We really like AAI, as you’re not 
keying in data twice. You may input the data 
once for the quotation but that follows through 
to a sales order and then an invoice. We find 
the whole process time-saving, quick and 
beneficial.”

Tecsew also worked with their web design 
company to integrate 123insight to PayPoint, 
their online credit card payment provider. 
When invoices are produced emails are 
automatically sent to customers, with a link 
taking them directly to a payment page. “As 
many of the people we deal with are 
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professionals, we can't get in contact with 
them during the day. The link makes it very 
easy to settle an invoice.”

The original case study highlighted the 
benefits to stockholding, which have 
continued to help the business run with low 
stock levels. John noted; “Without a system 
like 123insight you can over-order when you 
are busy as it's just simpler - you don't want 
to run out. With 123insight it's so much 
easier to generate an order, so we run with 
much lower stock levels. Stockholding has 
come down significantly and part of that is 
also because many more companies offer 
next day delivery, so using that in 
conjunction with 123insight is great.”

Tecsew was the first company to be 
awarded 10/10 in Yachting Monthly 
Magazine due to their innovative use of CAD 
along with the quality of their manufacturing 
processes and the end product. The 
company is also seeing more prospective 
business outside of the UK, with John 
recently being invited to the US to give a 
speech to the textile industry on how they 
have streamlined their business. He feels 
that 123insight has been instrumental in 
improving the company’s overall image; 
“What it gave us was a professional feel to 

the company. Now we have a record with 
everything on it such as where the boat is, 
the boat name, the colour; everything is 
detailed and recorded. That goes right 
through to the invoice. The customer has a 
record and we have a record. One of our 
major competitors took on 123insight 
because of the effect they saw it was having 
on our business and the relationship that we 
were building with our customers.”

Since the recession turnover has 
doubled and in 2016 Tecsew increased 
admin staff, bringing in an apprentice 
and taking an extra licence of 123insight 
for him. Despite economic concerns 
over Brexit the company is planning to 
move to larger premises, with John 
confident that his business is on solid 
foundations because of 123insight. He 
concluded; “I've recommended the 
system over and over again, including in 
the States. Because the product works, 
we have no issues and are rarely in 
contact with 123insight. We know they 
are a great company, we know they are 
there if we need them, and the greatest 
attribute of the software is that it works - 
it does what we want it to do. It’s very 
flexible and there’s no requirement for 
massive capital expenditure up front. ”
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“One of our major competitors

took on 123insight because of

the effect they saw it was 

having with our business...

...I’ve recommended the 

system over and over again.”
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